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jazz classes of Bruce Taylor, I have Anne Dreyfus
in mind uho introduced the Lim6n technique in
Hungar-v, and I consider it o[ equal imp_ortance
that the contact dance in its init ial periodlso dif-
ferent from those mentioned above, also made its
appearance in the currictrlum.

- The jazz classe of 1984-taught by the
American masters Donald Griffith and Gayle
McKinney-were thrilling yet represented a ra-
ther commercial trend ofjazz ballet closer to show
business than to the art ofdancing. In 1985 Bruce
Taylor taught a more open technique, relying on
classical ballet thanks to his masters Luigi and
Alvin McDuffie. He has lor years been a teacher
at the Summer Dance Academy in Cologne,
which represents an international standard to be
followed as a model.

- What we know here about modern dance,
including the Graham and the Lim6n techniques,
is somervhat rudimentary, and the exercises are
liable to nrake us forget the reason why we learn
them. In 1984 the classes of Milagros Desdunes
trained in Cuba and Anne Dreyfus's Lirn6n
classes in 1985 started to make the students dance
soon after a short technical preparation, that is,
to perforn.r conrbinations of steps in the given
systenr, which was of primary importance.

- In 1985 our curriculum included the contact
dance rvhich is very different from the above-
mentioned two techniques, for it has its own logic.
Beside the Paris master of contact dance. J6zsef
Nagy, let me nrention Gyula Berger who taught
his orvn modern dance system closely linked with
that of Linr6n.

- The summer courses are coupled with a
choreographic competition. Although I would
consider two of the ten compositions of 1984 and
three ol those shown in 1985 as interesting, I feel
that the domain of Hungarian dance life that
cannot besqueezed into ballet and folk dance is in
a very rudimentary stage: the creators of the
"best" compositions in both years are foreign
choreographers-€xcept one. In 1984 one o[ the
prizes went to J6zsef Nagy and last year the best
compositions were found to have been those of
Thierry Bae and Richard Mouradian from Bor-
deaux. In addition to thern. the movement com-
pany of the Hungarian Liiszl6 Rdk6s, bringing
grotesque colours, scored deserved success.

- The purpose of the cornpetition was not so
much emulation than rather to point out the best

groups and to give some small financial support to
the talented ones. Hence we shall carry on these
summerencounters not as competitions but rather
as forums and shall invite both domestic and
foreign groups, though we shall leave it open to
any-one so as not to exclude possible unknown
young talents.

- Another event accompanying the New
Dance Course was the "Simultaneous Dance"
opening the fortnightly programme. Our purpose
is to stress the diversity of dance. Three dif-
ferent groups-one consisting of children be-
tween 9 and ll, another a semi-professional
modern ensemble and the third, a theatre rally-
showed their independent productions, i.e. im-
provization to the same music on three different
stages simultaneously. This was a message of
diversity in both emotions and techniques.

The Studio for Creative Movement is known to
be a private enterprise and so is the Summer
Course, only supported by the Soros Foundation
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The
acquisition of good masters involves serious
financial burdens. Will the Studio be able to carry
on with these summer courses?

- Yes, we hope we shall be able to do so. In
the second half of July 1986 we have scheduled
our next summer course and during the winter we
expect Mat Mattox to give us a few classes.
Nowhere in the world can culture be pursued
without support and no "contemporary folk art"
can be a real match for professional art. And very
much like professional art is not self-supporting,
education on a professional level isn't either, or
else it involves tremendous difficulties. Never-
theless, I feel that the fashion of general physical
education, the increasing interest in dancing and
the access of the best to publicity is a world
phenomenon which must not be allowed to lose
its impetus and stimulating power.

- In the case of established techniques and
fermenting experiments it would not be fortunate
to start imitating them in this studio. Our purpose
is much rather to open eyes and brains since one
of the essential features of creative art is personal
character. The other is diversity which we also
wish to stimulate. These are the principal ideas
underlying both our courses and choreographic
competit ions.
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